Deep Links & Links to Searches / Search Boxes

Have a question or problem linking to something in HOLLIS+? Contact LTS.

Links to front page and scopes (was tabs)

- Front Page: http://nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:hul.ois:hollis+
- Library Catalog scope (was HOLLIS tab): http://nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:hul.ois:hollistab

Links to Advanced Search & Browse Search pages

- Browse search page: https://hollis.harvard.edu/primo-explore/browse?vid=HVD2

Links to Individual Records

- See Persistent Links

Links to searches & embedded search box

Linking to a search

- Beginning March 2018 (with the new Primo UI), you do not have to construct your own search links. Simply perform the search in HOLLIS and copy/paste the URL.

Embedding a search box

- Code for embedded search box / widget